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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to describe a decision algorithm for unifiability of equations 
w.r.t. the equational theory D of two distributive axioms: x * (y + z) = x * .L‘ + Y * 2 and 
(X + y ) *z = x * z + y * z. The algorithm is described as a set of non-deterministic transformation 
rules. The equations given as input are eventually transformed into an ACl-unification-problem 
with linear constant restrictions. Since the algorithm terminates. this is a solution for an open 
problem in the field of unification and shows decidability of D-unification. One spin-off is an 
algorithm that decides the word-problem w.r.t. D in polynomial time. This is the basis for an 
I .P-algorithm for D-matching, hence D-matching is .I ‘Y-complete. A further (future) spin-off 
is a decision algorithm for stratified context unification problems. @ 1998-Elsevicr Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
Key~or& Unification; Equational unification; Distributive unification; Context unification: 
Distributive matching 
1. Introduction 
Unification (solving equations) in equationally defined theories has several appli- 
cations in computer science. An overview and further references can be found in 
[3, 12,311. Since 1982, there has been interest in developing unification algorithms 
for equational theories, in particular, in the presence of distributive axioms. These dis- 
tributive axioms are very common in algebraic structures and every-day mathematics, 
for example in solving Diophantine equations. Solving equations in these structures is a 
hard task: There is no algorithm for solving Diophantine equations [8, 161. Szab6 [33] 
has considered unification in several equational theories in which some axioms from 
the Peano set of axioms are dropped (not the distributive ones). He proved undecid- 
ability results for unification w.r.t. several equational theories where the axioms are a 
subset of the Peano-axioms, a minimal set of axioms being two-sided distributivity plus 
associativity of addition. Szabi, left open the question of a unification algorithm for the 
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theory D defined exactly by right- and left-distributivity. Recent work on D-unification 
was done by Evelyne Contejean [7], where an ACl-based unification algorithm for the 
subset of product terms is given, and also a (sometimes non-terminating) set of rules 
for D-unification. Tidtn and Amborg [ 1,341 investigated unification in the presence of 
other subsets of the Peano axioms motivated by the occurrence of distributive axioms in 
a modelling of communicating processes [4,5]. In [34] there is a unification algorithm 
for one distributive axiom, and also complexity results for unification in the presence 
of distributive axioms. In particular they showed that there is another small set of 
axioms, one-sided distributivity, associativity of addition and a multiplicative unit, for 
which unification is undecidable. The author gave an algorithm for unification in the 
theory generated by one distributive axiom with a multiplicative unit [24,29]. There are 
also some recent results on undecidability of unification w.r.t. further theories where 
distributivity holds [ 171. 
Another area where unification in a theory with a one-sided distributive axiom is 
of interest is retrieval of functions by similarity of their type [22], which is closely 
related to unification in Cartesian closed categories [18]. 
As a final step, the algorithm includes a step to solve stratified context unifica- 
tion problems. These are specializations of higher-order unification problems (see e.g. 
[ 11,20,21,32]). Context unification problems appear to be of independent interest: it 
can be used in describing and processing the semantics of natural languages [ 191. 
The intention of this paper is to describe an algorithm for deciding D-unifiability. 
Some recent papers on which the algorithm in this paper is based are [23,25,28]. 
Nevertheless, the description in this paper is self-contained up to a lemma on the 
exponent of periodicity of unifiers of context equations [ 15,301. The algorithm uses 
(stratified) context unification which is a special kind of second order unification (see 
[6, 14,26,27]). 
The following results are obtained: 
l D-unification is decidable; 
l The word-problem for D is polynomial; 
l The D-matching problem is Jlrg-complete; 
l Unification of constant-free Dl-expressions is JlrY-complete. 
The overall plan of the D-unification algorithm is as follows: 
1. Show that =D-unification is decidable iff =F-unification is decidable. =F is a specific 
theory, which can be seen as an enrichment of the theory D. This is done in Section 
5. The results in Section 4 are used to show the correctness of this step. 
2. A =F-unification problem is transformed into a stratified context unification problem, 
a set of equations between l-sums, and some constraints that relate the two parts 
(Section 6). 
3. The final part (Section 7) solves the stratified context unification problem under 
certain restrictions, maintains the equations between l-sums, and finally only the 
equations between l-sums remain, which can be decided using the algorithm in 
section 3. This algorithm is based on a decision algorithm for ACl-unification with 
linear constant restrictions. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We use a signature So containing the (infix) binary symbols + and *. Furthermore 
there may be infinitely many constants, also called free constants. Sometimes the sig- 
nature is extended to Sol by the constant 1. The terms w.r.t. So or Sol are called 
D-terms or Dl-terms, respectively. Substitutions can be seen as homomorphisms be- 
tween term algebras w.r.t. the same signature. Often, substitutions are represented as a 
set of variable-term pairs {Xi + ti, i = 1,. . ,n}. We denote syntactic equality of terms 
by E. We will denote the subterm of a term t at position p by tll,, and the replacement 
of the subterm of t at position p by s as t[p + s]. The set of variables in a term 
t is denoted by Vur(t). A term is called :jround, if it does not contain variables. .4 
substitution is called ground, if all relevant variables are mapped to ground terms. 
As usual, an equationul theory> is defined as a binary relation on terms generated by 
some given axioms. The equational theory of two-sided distributivity D w.r.t. S,, has 
the two axioms: 
(_x+?;)*z=x*z+~*z (Q) and 
z *(.u+y)=z*x+z*y (0) 
We denote equality of terms in the free term algebra w.r.t. D by =L). If the axioms 
for a multiplicative unit 1 *X = x * 1 = x are also present, then we speak of the theory 
Dl (w.r.t. Sot ) and denote equality by =DI. Some known properties of D are: the 
cardinality of an equivalence class of =D is finite, D-unification is I”9-hard [34] and 
the number of most general unifiers may be infinite [33]. 
We use the axioms also as a term-rewriting system Rn by directing the axioms to 
transform terms into “sums of products”: (X + y) * z - x * z + JJ * z;z * (X + y) j 
z*.\--z*y. In the theory Dl, we use the term rewriting system RD~, which in addition 
contains the rewrite rules x * 1 + x and I * x + x. Terms that cannot be further 
reduced are called irreducible. The two term rewriting systems are terminating, but not 
confluent, since there are D-equal sums of products that are not syntactically equal. 
For example (a + b) * (c + d) can be simplified to the two irreducible sums of products 
(cr*c+a*d)+(b*c+b*d) and (a*c+b*c)+(a*d+b*d). This example serves as a 
counterexample for several naive ideas for D-unification procedures. Homomorphisms 
from the algebra of terms into the natural numbers can be used as sizes of terms. such 
that D-equal terms have the same size. The specific homomorphism cp is used, defined 
as cp(s + t) = q(s) + q(t), p(s * t) = q(s) * q(t), q(s) = 2, ifs is a variable or a free 
constant. The q-size of a term is strictly greater than the q-size of its proper subterms, 
since for a D-term s q(s) = 1 is not possible. A homomorphism that evaluates variables 
and constants as 1 counts the leaves of the irreducible representative. In the case of Dl . 
the homomorphism satisfies cp( 1) = 1, and then the (p-size of a Dl -term t is greater 
than the q-size of proper subterms if t is a sum, or if t = tl * t2, and tl #nl I, tl # 1. 
Unification is concerned with solving equations or more generally, solving equations 
and constraints. This amounts to finding instantiations for the variables, such that the 
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equations and constraints are satisfied. Sometimes, if this is more appropriate, we rep- 
resent a unification problem as a multiset of multi-equations instead as a multiset of 
equations. To ease reading, we prefer to write the multiset of multi-equations in the 
form tii = ti2 = ‘. = tin, A . . . A tml = tm2 = . ‘. = tmn,. As abbreviation we also use 
x = A4,Mr = M2 for the multi-equations {x} U M and Mi U A42, respectively. 
The decision algorithms for unification in this paper are described using non-deter- 
ministic transformation rules on sets or multisets of equations and other constraints. In 
this paper “unification algorithm” always means a decision algorithm for unification. 
A unification algorithm is called complete, if whenever there is a unifier of the input 
system, then there is a possible output that has a unifier, too. A unification algorithm is 
called sound, if whenever the equations in the output are unifiable, then the equations 
of the input are unifiable. These notions are used also for single rule applications. 
3. Unification of constant-free D 1 -terms 
This section provides a decision algorithm for unification of constant-free Dl-terms. 
This is also one key method in solving the D-unification problem. Let T({+, l}), be 
the set of all terms formed using a 1 and +-symbols. The elements of T({+, l}), 
are also called l-sums. In the following, we will also need the terms in T( {+, *, 1 }), 
which we will call 1 -terms. The initial Dl-algebra Zoi can be obtained as a quotient 
of T({+, *, 1)). Furthermore, every equivalence class has a l-sum as representative. 
For every l-term (and also l-sum) s, we define size(s) as q(s). For l-terms s,t, we 
have s =oi t + size(s) = size(t). For l-sums, size(s) counts the number of l’s in s. 
It is easy to see by induction on the size of terms that * on Zoi satisfies the axioms 
for an Abelian monoid (i.e., ACl(*)). A l-term s foi 1 is called prime, if there is 
no nontrivial product representation s =oi si * ~2. A l-term s’ is a factor of s, if 
s =Di s’ * s” for some non-trivial s”. Elements in Ioi have a unique factorisation: 
Lemma 1. The algebra IDI is a free Abelian monoid with the prime l-sums as free 
generators. 
Proof. Induction on the length of a top level deduction and on size(s). The base cases 
are trivial. 
For the induction step consider the deduction from si *s2 to another product. For the 
terms s with size(si * ~2) > size(s), we can apply the induction hypothesis and thus 
we can use the function gcd(.) that returns the greatest common divisor of two terms. 
Let SI =oi sii fsi2. Distributivity shows si *s2 =DI sii *s2 +s12 * ~2. We consider the 
next deduction step that reaches a product. Let sii *s2 =oi tz * tl and ~12 *s2 =~i t3 * tl. 
By induction we have unique factorisation for these terms. With rl := gcd(sll,tz), 
there are unique terms (up to =oi ) r3, r4 such that sii =oi r1 * r3, t2 =~1 r1 * rd. From 
~3 * s2 =oi r4 * tl, we obtain s2 =oi Y * r4 and tl =DI Y * r3 for Y := gcd(s2, tl). 
With r-2 := gcd(s12, tx), we get ~12 =~i r2 * r-3 and t3 =DI r2 * rd. Hence si * s2 =oi 
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s11 *~~2+.~12*s2 =DI (rl *Q+Y2*l”3)*1.*r4 and ti *(f2+t3) =nl T”*Y3*(r] *r4+r2*~4). 
NOW the multiset of prime factors of both terms is the union of the prime factors of 
(~1 + ~1) and ~3 * r * ~4. Hence the factorisation is the same. 0 
Now we can compute the greatest common diiitlisor (gcd(.)) of two l-terms in an 
obvious way. 
Lemma 2. Let s and t he l-terms that haoe no common factor. Then s + t is prime. 
Proof. If s + t =DI rl * r2, then consider a deduction from s + t to rl * r?. The first 
top level deduction exhibits a common nontrivial factor of s and t. 0 
Lemma 3. Let SI,SZ, tl, t2 be l-sums and let s1 +s2 be prime. Then sI +s2 =o, t, +t2 +. 
SI =DI tl and s2 =nl t2. 
Proof. If the lemma is false, then we can assume that sI foi tl or .Q fu, t2. This 
means, that there must be a top level deduction showing sI +s2 =nl tl + tz. Thus sI = 
SII * ~12 and s2 = SII *s22, where SII is not trivial. We have sl +s2 =nl sll *(s12 +sz2) 
which contradicts the assumption. 0 
Now we present a unification algorithm for multi-equations over the algebra In,. 
The terms that are permitted in multi-equations are terms from the free Dl-term al- 
gebra without free constants. The algorithm is described as a set of non-deterministic 
transformation rules for systems r of multi-equations and constraints: The permitted 
constraints in r are of the form x < y, x < y, and prime(x) for variables x, y, which 
should enforce that the sizes of the corresponding instantiations are in the respective re- 
lation. The corresponding reflexive, transitive closure of (the syntactic ordering) <, < 
is denoted by d I., and the strict part as < r. A multi-equation A4 is said to be marked 
as prime, if it contains a variable y and there is a constraint prime(y). A ground 
substitution 0 is a uni$er of r, if it unifies every multi-equation in r, and if for every 
constraint x < y : size(Ox) <size(Oy), for x < y : size( fix) < size( fly), and if for a 
constraint prime(y), the term fly is a prime l-term. 
3.1. The algorithm UNIFY-ONE-SUMS 
Step 1 : U~folds-sums 
. . . A... = t[q +s2] = . ..A... 
A.. = t[x] = . . . A . . Ax = ,VI + 1’2 A y1 = SI A ,v2 = s2 
where x, yt , v2 are new variables. 
This rule is to be used only if there are sums below the top level of equations. 
Step 2: The following control is used. All rules but Identify-Primes are applied until 
no one is applicable. In this case, we can apply Identify-Primes and again use the rules, 
or go to Step 3. The final situation is that all +-symbols are in multi-equations that 
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are marked as prime, and those multi-equations contain at most one top-level 
and at most one + -symbol. 
Trivial 
Merge 
Variable-Replacement 
x=y=MAT 
X={y+x}MA{y-,x}r 
Decomp-Plus 
x1 + s2 = tl + t2 = M A r 
S] + s2 = M A r A s1 = t1 A s2 = t2 
if M is marked as prime 
Decomp-Mix _ 
Sl = x * x1 A s2 = x * x2 AX * y = IM I\ y = x1 +x2 
q+s2=M/l\ 
1J. 
variable 
xi < yAx2 < yAprime(y)Ar 
if M is not marked as prime. The variables 
x, y,xl ,x2 are new ones 
Identify-Primes 
r 
{X + y]r 
if at least one of x, y is prime 
Step 3: Guess a total quasi-ordering <> > <j- on all the variables in r. If for some 
variables x, y : x < y is in r and y d >x, then FAIL. 
Step 4: For the ACl-unification problems, we use another type of constraint, also 
called constant restrictions [2]. These constraints are generated by a total quasi-ordering 
on all the variables and free constants in the system. If a @ x is in the unification 
problem, where a is a constant, then a unifier o has to satisfy in addition that a should 
not occur in rrx. 
Construct the following ACl-unification problem. Let &cl consist of (i) the multi- 
equations that are not marked prime, and (ii) the prime multi-equations with the sum- 
term removed. The top-level variables in multi-equations marked as primes are consid- 
ered as constants. The total quasi-ordering <> is used to construct constant restriction 
for the ACl-unification problem. Whenever x < $a for a prime a and a non-prime 
variable x, then we add a @x as a constant restriction. 
If rA,-i is unifiable as an ACl-unification problem with constant restrictions, then 
the algorithm stops with “unifiable”, otherwise with FAIL. 
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3.2. Correctness qf the Algorithm UNIFY-ONE-SUMS 
Lemma 4. Algorithm UNIFY-ONE-SUMS is u sound und complete un$cation ul- 
gorithm ,fbr systems of multi-equations over the algebra qf’ l-terms. 
Proof. Terminution. Termination is non-trivial only for step 2. The well-founded mea- 
sure for f is a lexicographic combination (I_‘,, pz,p3,p4) of several measures: /[I is the 
number of +-symbols in non-prime multi-equations; /12 is the number of +-symbols; 
,u3 is the number of multi-equations; ,LQ is the number of variables. It is easy to see 
that all the rules in step 2 strictly reduce this measure. 
Soundness. Suppose we have a ground .4Cl-unifier 00 of the final system, satisfying 
the linear constant restrictions. Then we have to construct a unifier for the system after 
step 2. The constant restrictions allow for a bottom-up construction of a unifier 0 as 
follows. For a prime x with equation x == yi + ~2, we define U(x) = O(,vl ) + O(J’~). 
Note that every prime is defined by such a sum. Since the constant restrictions are 
generated by a total quasi-ordering, this defines a unifier 0 of the equational part ot 
the system after step 2, i.e., we ignore the constraints. The soundness of the other rules 
is obvious w.r.t. the subset of equations, i.e., we again ignore the constraints. Finally, 
we get a unifier f1 of the input system, which does not contain any constraints. 
Comp1etene.w. Given a unifiable system r, we have to show that we can control 
the application of rules in step 2, such that it terminates with a unifiable system in 
step 3, and the ordering constraints are satisfied. Let f1 be a solution of the unification 
problem after step 1. Note that H instantiates only 1 -terms for variables. 
Let there be a sum s + t in a multi-equation M. If M contains only one term, then 
apply “Trivial”. If IV is not marked as prime, then apply “Decomp-Mix”. Since O(s+ t) 
cannot be equal to 1, the resulting system is unifiable. If M is marked as prime, and 
A4 contains two different sums, then apply “Decomp-Plus”. Lemma 3 shows that the 
resulting system is unifiable. If there are two variables x, ~9 where at least one is marked 
as prime, and H(x) =~i O(y), then apply “Identity-primes” for these two variables. 
In step 3 we arrange the guessing step for the ordering, such that the ordering 
reflects the size(H(x)). This is possible and consistent with the already chosen ordering 
relations. Since for different variables x, _J* if at least one of them is a prime, we have 
O(x) # O(y), in particular for the case size(f)(x)) = size(fl(y)), there is an ACl-solution 
of the constructed ACl-problem, where also the constant restrictions are satisfied. 7 
Theorem 5. UNIFY-ONE-SUMS hus the follolz?ng properties. 
l It is a decision algorithm for umficution of constunt;fiee D1 -terms owr the ulgehrcl 
of’ I-terms. 
l It is u decision ulgorithm for unification of constant-jj.ee Dl-equutions. 
l It is u non-deterministic polynomiul algorithm. 
Proof. The first claim follows from Lemma 4 and from [2]. The second point holds, 
since a constant free Dl-unification problem is unifiable, iff there exists a unifier that 
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substitutes l-terms only. Unfolding is a linear process, hence step 1 takes linear time. 
Decomp-Plus copies only products, thus the size-increase is at most the size of r at 
the start times the number +-symbols in the input. Decomp-Mix increases the size at 
most by a constant factor times the number of +-symbols in the input. Step 3 may 
generate a quadratic number of pairs. The final ACl-unification problem with linear 
constant restrictions can be solved in &“9-time (cf. [2]) 0 
Corollary 6. The un$cation problem for constant free Dl-un$cation problems is 
MY-complete. 
Proof. Theorem 5 shows that it is in Jlr9. It is NY-hard, since every ACl-unification 
problem can be considered as a Dl-unification problem without free constants: Given 
any ACl-unification problem, the constants in the ACl-unification problem can be 
encoded as prime l-terms, such that different constants are encoded as different prime 
l-terms. The l-sums pi defined as PI := 1 + l,pi+i := 1 + pi is a SlOWly growing 
sequence of primes that can be used for this encoding. The resulting problem is a 
Dl-unification problem without free constants. 0 
Note that the theorem and the corollary above do not give any information about 
the unification of constant-free D-terms. 
Example 1. Is there a unifier of x *x + y * y = z * z over the algebra of l-terms? 
We make the transformations by adding equations and replacing the sum, using 
Decomp-Mix. This gives three equations: x * x = XI * x2, y * y = xi * x3,z * z = 
xltv,v =x2+x~,prime(v),xz < 11,x3 < v. The ACl-problem is: x*x =x1 *x~,y*y = 
xl *x3,z*z = xi *a, together with the at least the constant restrictions a +Z x2 and a @ x3. 
It is easy to see that this ACl-problem is not unifiable, since xi must be instantiated 
with an odd number of a’s, hence x2 and x3 must also be instantiated with an odd 
number of a’s However, this contradicts the constant restrictions for x2 and x3. Hence 
the equation x * x + y x y = z * z is not unifiable over the algebra of l-terms. 
4. Structure of free D-algebras 
The example (a + a) * b =D a * (b + b) for constants a, b shows that D-unification 
cannot use a naive decomposition method for *, since (a + a) #o a. However, if 
we could write this as (( 1 + 1) * a) * b =D a * (( 1 + 1) * b), then there is a chance 
for a decomposition that decomposes products “modulo the l-terms”. This is indeed 
possible, however, only for a subset of D-terms, namely the terms that are D-equal to 
a non-trivial product. 
We extend the term representation in SD by permitting products o l t (using the 
operator 0) of l-terms o and D-terms t. Let 0,01,02 be l-terms. Then the term rewriting 
rules in Table 1 permit to compute the D-term represented. If we add these rules (and 
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Table 1 
Axioms for F 
distributive axioms for terms 
(FCI) 
v*(s+t) = r*s+r-*t 
(Stt)*r = s*u+t*, 
reduction rules 
I .I *f 
(FR) (0, + 02). t ----t 0, . t + 02. t 
(0, *o,).t + 0, l (02 0 1) 
axioms I for l-terms 
I*0 = 0 
o* I = 0 
(FOI ) 0, * (02 + 03) = 0, * 02 + 0, * 03 
(02 f 03) * 0, = o* * 0, - oj * 0, 
01 * (02 * 03) = (01 * 02) * 03 
axioms 2 for I-terms 
(Fo2 ) 0, * 02 =: 02 * 0, 
distribuuve axioms for l . +. * 
om(srt) = (o.s)+(o.t) 
(For) 0 . (s * t) = (0 l s) * t 
0. (s * I) = s * (0. t) 
r, s, t are D-terms and o, o,,o~, 03 are I -terms 
only these) as axioms to D, equality on D-terms is the same as D-equality, hence we 
can use the notation =D also for these extended representations. 
The equational theory F (=F) is defined using the axioms in Table 1. This is an 
extension of the theory =D on D-terms. 
Note that s =F t does not imply s =D t, as will be shown by the following example. 
Example 2. This (minimal) example shows that there are terms s, t, such that $s =,L 
t + s ==n t), and furthermore that the cancellation rules s * tl ==D s * t2 + tl =,Q t? and 
tl *s =D t2 *s + tl =D t2 do not hold. We have ((a + a) + ((n + a) + (a + a))) * h =n 
((a + (a + a)) + (a + (a + a))) * b. To see this, we can show the two terms to be D- 
equal by some applications of distributive axioms, showing that the terms are D-equal 
to (u+(a+a))*(b+b), but ((a+a)+((a+u)+(u+u)>) #/I ((a+(u+u))+(a+(a+a))). 
However, we have ((I + l)+((l+ l)+(l + 1))) .a =n ((a+a)+((a+n)+(U+U~)) 
and ((1 + (1 + 1)) + (1 + (1 + 1))) 0 a =D ((0 + (0 + a)) + (a + (a + u))). Since 
((1-t1)+((1+1)+(1+1))>=Dl (l+l)*(l+(l+l)>=LIl ((l+(l+l))+(l+(l+f))), 
the equation ((a + u) + ((a + a) + (0 + a))) =,c ((a + (a + a)) + (a + (a L a))) 
holds. 
Example 3. This example shows that the equality relation =,P is also different from 
=nt on D-terms: Multiplying out (((u+ 1) *(b + 1)) * c in two different ways gives: ) 
((u*b)*c+u*c)+(b*c+c) =DI ((a+ l)*(b+l)) *c =D, ((u*b)*c+b*c)+(u*c+c). 
Applying distributive axioms on the right term shows that the =D-equivalence class 
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contains exactly two terms, ((a*b)*c+b*c)+(a*c+c) and ((a*b)+b)*c+(a*c+c). 
There is also no possibility to extract l-sums. Hence ((a*b)*c+a*c)+(b*c+c) #F 
((a * b) * c + b * c) + (a *c + c). 
We say a D-term t is D-prime, iff t =D tl * t2 is impossible for D-terms tl and t2. 
Otherwise the term is called a D-product. 
We clarify the relationship between =F and =D. 
Lemma 7. The equational theory generated by the axioms FD,FR,F~I is equivalent 
to the equational theory =D. 
Proof. In the following let o, oi, o’ be l-terms and let s, t be D-terms. It is easy to 
verify that FR is a confluent and terminating term rewriting system, even if combined 
with Fo. Thus FD,F~ generates an equational theory equivalent to D, and we have 
only to verify the deductions using axioms in Fol. We show the claim by induction 
on the number of deduction steps for terms o l t. Let the deduction step be o 4 0’. 
First we assume that the deduction is on top level. Then it is easy to see in all cases 
that the new term can be reduced by FR to a D-term that is =D-equal to the term o l t. 
If the deduction is not on top level, say 01 * 02 + 01 * oi, then using the reductions 
and the axioms Fo,l shows that =o-equality holds before and after the deduction. 0 
Lemma 8. Let o,oi be l-terms and let s, t be D-terms. Then the following relations 
hold. 
1. o. (s * t) =D (0. s) * t =D s * (0. t) 
2. (01 * 02). (s * t) =D (02 * 01) l (3 * t) 
3. o l (s + t) =D o l s + o l t, if (s + t) is a D-product. 
Proof. 1. By induction on the depth of l-terms. If o E 1, then it is obvious. If 
0 E oi+o2, then (oi+02).(S*t) =D 01 l (s*t)+02.(s*t) =D (01 .s)*t+(02.s)*t 
by induction. Hence (01 l s) * t + (02 l s) * t =D ((01 l s) + (02 l s)) * t =D (0 0 s) * t. 
Let o = 01 * 02, and 01 #Di 1, 02 #Dl 1. Then (01 * 02) l (s * t) =D 01 0 (02 l (s * t)) 
=D 01 l ((02 l s) * t) using the induction hypothesis. This is =D (01 l (02 l s)) * t 
again by using induction. Finally, this is =D ((01 * 02) l s) * t. The second equation 
0 l (s * t) =D s * (0 0 t) is shown in a similar way. 
2. We have (01 * 02) l (s * t) =D (01 l (02 l (s * t))).l.) shows that (01 l (02 l (s * t))) 
=D 01 . ((02 . s) * t) =D (02 . s) * (01 l t) =D 02 . (s * (0, . t)) =O 02 . (01 l (3 * t)) 
=D(O2*01).(S*t). 
3. There are two possibilities: s =D si * tl, t =D SI * t2, or s =D s1 * tl, t =D s2 * tl. In 
the first case we have: oo(si *(tl +t2)) =D (O*Sl)*(tl St2) =D (o@sl)*tl +(o*sl)*h 
=D (o l (~1 * tl) + (o l (SI * t2). The second case is symmetric to the first. 0 
A product context p[.] is either Sz, or s * q[.], q[.] *s, where q[.] is a product context 
and s a D-term. p[s] is defined as {Sz --) s}p[.]. 
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Proposition 9. Ifs and t are D-products, then s =F t H s =D t. 
Proof. First note that if o * s is a D-product, then s is also a D-product. 
Let s,t be D-products with s zF t. To show that s =D t, we prove that for every 
non-trivial product context p[.], and every F-deduction s + t, we have p[.s] =D p[t]: 
The induction is first on the size of s, and then on the length of an F-deduction 
from s to t. By Lemma 7 the claim holds for every deduction step using axioms 
from FD, Fol, FR. Hence we consider only deductions using axioms from Fo?, FoT. 
The different cases are: 
0 s E oosg, where o is a l-sum. Then an F-deduction o + o’ implies p[o * s] =/) 
o l p[s] =n o’ l p[s] =D p[o’ l s] by Lemma 8. 
l s :E SI + s,, and sr + ~‘1. Then p[st + s2] =D p[.sl] + p[s2] =n p[s{] + p[s~] = 
p[s’, + SI] by induction and Lemma 8. The case s2 - si is treated analogously. 
l s E st + s2, and there is a one-step deduction to a term that is not a sum. Then this 
was an application of the first axiom in (For). In other words, s = O*S; +oos:, and 
the result of the deduction step is o l (,s’, + $). Using Lemma 8 and induction. we 
get p[oos{ foosk] =D p[o~s’,]+p[o*s~] =D oa(p[s{]+p[s!J =o p[oe(s’, +.$)I. 
l s == o l so, where o #F 1. Then an F-deduction SO ---t s[, implies that p[o a SO] =/) 
o l p[s~] =n o l p[sb xD p[o l $1 by induction and Lemma 8. 
l s E o l so, and an axiom in (For) was applied. Then Lemma 8 shows the claim. 
l s E: st *s2, and there was a deduction st -+ si or s-, - s:. Then we can use induction, 
since st * !2 (B * ~2) is a non-trivial product context. 
l s := SI * ~2, and the first deduction is an application of an axiom in For. Then we 
can argue as above: p[( o l s{ ) * 321 zD o l p[s{ x: sz] =I) p[o l (.s’, * sl)]. The other 
case is symmetric to this one. 0 
Since we have clarified the role of l and *, we sometimes drop the distinction 
between l and * in the following, if we are talking about F-equality. 
We say a D-term t has no l-sum jjlctor (is l-sum ,free), iff t =F‘ o * s for a l-sum 
o imphes o =F 1. We say a D-term t is F-prime, if t is D-prime and l-sum-free. 
An F-fuctorisution of a term t is a representation t zF o c to, where o is a 1 -sum, 
and to has no I-sum factor, and either to is F-prime, or to =F tl * t2, and tl and t2 
are F-factorisations. We say a D-term t has a unique F-fuctorisation, if i) for two 
F-factorisations t =F 01 * tl and t =F 02 * t2, we have 01 =,C 02 and tt =F t2, and tj has 
a unique F-factorisation; and ii) for two F-factorisations t =F tl * t2 and f =F f~ ;k tq, 
where the terms ti are l-sum free, we have tt =,K t3 and t2 =F 4, and tj, i = 1,. . _ .4 
have a unique F-factorisation. 
We prove that D-terms have a unique F-factorisation, which is a fundamental struc- 
ture theorem for D-algebras. A similar theorem has been proved in [7] for a related 
algebra. 
Lemma 10. D-primes have a unique F-factorization. 
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Proof. D-primes correspond to terms o * s, where s is an F-prime. For an F-prime s, 
we define s-sums as: i) s’ if s’ =F s, and ii) si + s2 if si ,Q are s-sums, and iii) o * s 
if o is a l-sum and s is an s-sum. Using first the F-axioms on the terms equal to s, 
and then FR, we get that every s-sum s’ is =F-equal to a term of the form o *s. We 
denote the O-part thus obtained as Y(s’). 
We show that for every s-term s’: if there is a deduction step from s’ to s”, then s” 
is an s-sum and Y(s’) =F Y(s”). We can safely ignore the cases 1 * t. Now we use 
induction on the size to show the claim. 
1. If there is a deduction using an axiom from Fo, then the situation is: o + o’, and 
the deduction on the s-term is o * s’ --) o’ * s’. Then Y(o * s’) =F o * Y(s’), and 
Y(o’ *s’) =F o’ * Y(s’), which are F-equal. 
2. The other case is a deduction using the first axiom of FQT. The two terms are 
o*(s’+s”) and o*s’+o*s”. By axioms for the l-sums, we have o*( Y(s’)+ Y(s”)) 
=F o * Y(s’) + 0 * Y(s”). 
Since abelian monoids are freely generated, the claim on uniqueness holds. 0 
Theorem 11. Every D-term s has a unique F-factorisation. 
Proof. Existence of some F-factorisation follows by induction on the size of the terms. 
We prove uniqueness by induction on the size of D-terms, where size is defined 
using q. 
Note that we can use the cancellation Lemma 13 in the inductive proofs for equations 
that are in the scope of the induction hypothesis, since terms that have a unique F- 
factorisation also permit cancellation. 
By Lemma 10 we can assume that s is a D-product. Lemma 9 shows that it is 
sufficient to consider applications of D-axioms. Let s =F $1 * s2 be a nontrivial fac- 
torisation of s, where ~1,s~ are D-terms. We show by induction on the number of 
top level rewrites using only the distributive axioms that the F-factorisation remains 
the same. If we now use induction on the lengths of derivations, it is sufficient to 
distinguish between top level deductions and other deductions, and thus we have to 
consider only two types of deductions, namely a deduction where a top-level applica- 
tion of D, is followed by another top-level application of D,, or a deduction with a 
top-level application of D, followed by a top-level application of DI. The other cases 
are symmetric. 
For terms t in the scope of the induction hypothesis, we denote the l-term part of a 
term t by O(t) and the l-term free factor by N(t). This definition is unique up to =F. 
(a) Case: Two top-level applications of D,. 
Let ~1 = sll+s12 such that s =F sl1+~2+~12*~2, and SI~*S~ =F tl*tj, s12*s2 =F tz*tj. 
The term resulting from the deduction step is t E (tl + t2) * t3. 
If ~7s~) has a nontrivial l-sum prime factor 02, then by induction 02 is either a l- 
sum-factor of t3, or of tl as well as t2. In both cases we can use induction on the size 
of the O-part for the claim. Similar arguments are applicable, if O(t,) has a non-trivial 
l-sum factor. Hence the remaining case is that O(s2) =F O(t3) =F 1. By induction 
we get that O(sii) =!- O(ti), N(sti) * N(.sz) =_P N(ti) * N(t3), and O(si2) =f’ O(t,), 
N(sl:) * N(.Q) =F N(t2) * N(ti), and moreover, N(si 1 ) --I‘ N(tl ), N(s~) =p N(tx), and 
N(sil) =I: N(tl). Let ~1 := O(sil) =F O(t,) and ~2 := O(.F~Z) =F O(t2). 
Let si, := N(Si,) =F N(t,), .& := N(si2) =F N(I~), and ,si := Y(.s~) ==r :V(t,). 
Then the terms before and after the deductions can each be represented as (~1 * .s{ , t 
t-1 * ~11~) * sk. This shows that the F-factorisations of s and t are equal. 
(b) Cusr: Application of D, followed by an application of Q. 
Let SI = si I +.SIZ, such that s =D .si I *.sl +.sl~ *s?, Sl{ *sz =p- tj *t?.sj2*.s~ =p II *tj. 
The resulting term is tl * (t2 + tj). If O(.sl) has a l-sum prime factor that is also a 
l-sum factor of ti, then we can use induction on the size of terms to show that the 
factorizations before and after the deduction are the same. If O(Q) has a i-sum prime 
factor that is also a factor of t2 and of tj, then we can again use induction. Now we 
can assume that O(s2) =,G 1. A similar induction argument shows that we can assume 
that O(ri) =F- 1. 
Using the induction hypothesis, we obtain O(s,i) =,= 0((z), N(s,i) * ,V(s,) ;-I 
N(ti ) * N(f2), O(si2) =F O(t,), N(slz) * N(.sl) =F N(t, ) * N(t3). Moreover. N(.s, I ) 
=F N(fl) =,L- N(Sl2), and N(Q) =F N(t2) =F N(t;). 
Let ~1 := O(sii) = O(tz),q := O(.s!z) = O(t3)..s{, := N(s, ,) =,7 ,V(t, ) -:-,. 
N(S,2),.$ := N(Q) =f- N(t*) =F N(t3). 
The terms before and after the deduction can be represented as (~1 *s’, , + 1’2 * .s{ , ) * .si 
and s:, * (I., * si + r-1 * si). This shows that the F-factorization before and after the 
deduction is (~1 + ~2) l (s’,, * si). 0 
In the following we use the notation to for the O-part and t,v for the N-part of a 
term t. 
Definition 12. (Computation of un F-normul jtirrn). The 0- and N-parts to and t,l,. 
respectively, of a D-term t can be recursively computed by the following rules. Note 
that in a sum (s + t) it is not possible that s is a l-sum and / is a D-term, since then 
s + I is not a D-term. The result is given in a standardised form. 
(s * t)() = S() * t[) 
(s * t)v = s,+j * t,?q 
(s + th = ro if s,v~ #F t,~, where r(l = ycd(s~~, t(j) 
(s + t),y = s’ * s,tr + t’ * t;v if s,y f~ t.v , where I’ = gcd(s~~, to), 
s’ * Y =F ,sg and t’ * Y =F to 
(.s + t)o = r * (SI + fl) if .s,v =F t,v, where r = qcd(s~~, t(j). 
Y * sj =F .S(j, and r*tl = to 
(s + t)N = S,v if sN =F t!v 
The F-normal form NFF(t) is an expression (01 * * on ) * t,y, where o, are prime 
l-sums, 01 * . * o, =,c to, and t;y is the normal form computed above. 
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Lemma 13. The *-cancellation rules hold for =F, i.e., 
1. r*s=Fr*t+s=Ft 
2. s*r=Ft*r+s=Ft 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 11. 0 
Note that the *-cancellation rules do not hold with respect to =D, see example 2. 
Lemma 14. Let s1 + s2 be a D-term that is not F-prime. Then there are two possi- 
bilities. 
1. Sl,N =F SZ,N. 
2. There is a term t with t =F SI Ss2 and some position ?c, such that tl, = p = p1 Sp2 
is an F-prime, every superterm of tl, in t is a product, and SI =F t[x + pl], s2 =F 
t[n + P21, 
Proof. Theorem 11 shows, that ~1 + s2 has a unique factorisation o *s. Now either the 
l-term part is responsible for the sum, i.e. we have o = 01 + 02, and ~1 = 01 *s, and 
s2 = 02 *s or the l-sum free part is responsible for the sum, i.e., SI + s2 =F o *s with 
s =F 3’ + s”, and s1 =F 0 * s’ and s2 =,P 0 * SII, in which case induction can be used 
if o # 1. If s1 + s2 is l-sum free, then there is at least one top-level deduction to the 
F-factorisation, and w.l.0.g. we have SI =,K ~11 * ~12,~ =F ~21 * ~12, and s1 + s2 =F 
(~11 + ~21) * ~12, and we can use the induction hypothesis for ~11 + szl. 0 
Lemma 15. 1. If a sum s1 + s2 is D-prime and sl + s2 =o tl + t2, then s1 zD tl and 
s2 =D t2. 
2. If a sum SI + s2 is F-prime and s1 + s2 =F tl + t2, then s1 =F tl and s2 =F t2. 
Proof. If s1 #D tl or s2 #o t2, then a deduction from SI + s2 to tl + t2 must have at 
least one top level step. But this must be an application of a distributive axiom, which 
shows that the sum is not D-prime, a contradiction. The same argumentation applies 
to2. 0 
Definition 16. (Computation of a D-normal form). We give an algorithm to compute 
a D-normal form NFD(.) of a D-term, which is based on the algorithm to compute an 
F-normal form for D-products. As a subalgorithm, we need an algorithm that finds the 
set of positions in a product where the factors disagree. The algorithm is described in 
Table 2. 
Proposition 17. The word-problem for D can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof. First it is not hard to see that the computation of the 0- and N-part w.r.t. 
=F requires polynomial time. We argue that the computation of a D-normal form also 
requires polynomial time. Counting the effort that is involved in computing the D- 
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Table 2 
Computation of a D-normal form 
NFn(n) 
NFn@) 
NFn(.s * t) 
NF,(s + I) 
NFr,(s + t) 
NFn(s + t) 
NF/](S + t) 
_ 
_ 
a for a constant 0 
I for a variable s 
(so * to) l (sz * 1.1’ ) 
NFD(s) + NFD(t) ifs or t is D-prime. 
r * (sl.,- + tl,r) l .Y,L, where r = q&(.~o. t~~).sc~ =i; r * s,,, . 
to =p r * t[.r, 
Ifs and t are non-primes and FIND-DIS-FACTOR 
(.Fh., t,b ) is empty. i.e. SN = f\’ ) 
ro l s,v [n - 0.1 . ps + r; l pr )I 
Ifs and t are non-primes and FIND-DIS-FACTOR(s,v, t+ )
is a singleton, {n} =I FIND-DlS-FACTOR(s,v, tb ), 
r0 = qc’d(.so, to),so = 1.~1 * Y, to z= r. * r?. pz = s,\ /z 
ad pr =t+ Ir 
NFo(s) + NFdt) 
If .F and t are non-primes and FIND-DIS-FACTOR(s,j,, t,v) 
has cardinality strictly greater than I. 
FIND-DIS-FACTOR(s, t):= 
l Ifs or t is a sum: if ,W~(s) : NFb(t) then fl else {i:} 
l Ifs = .yl * s2 and t = tl * t2. then return 
{Ix 1 x E FIND-DIS-FACTOR(s,, tI ,} 
U(2x 1 x E FIND-DIS-FACTOR(s2.t1)} 
normal form, we get a recurrence of the form &VP(~) = ,&,~(rn - k) + &VP(k) + 
c * m + j&(m), where m stands for the size of a term, c is some constant, fnjvF is 
an upper limit for the time required to compute the D-normal form of a term with 
size m, and j& is the same for the computation of the ycd of l-sums. For the CJX’- 
computation, we assume that the representation of l-sums is also in a normal-form, 
i.e., as a product of primes. Hence this computation requires polynomial time, say ~1”. 
Then the computation of a D-normal form takes polynomial time. 
The D-word-problem can be solved by computing the D-normal forms with a sub- 
sequent comparison. 0 
NOW we consider the D-matching problem s <t, which means to find some substi- 
tution g, such that a(s) =D t. 
Theorem 18. D-mutching is ..1 ‘:‘P-complete. 
Proof. Since ,_ 1 ‘Y-hardness of D-matching was shown in [34], and since the D-word 
problem requires at most polynomial time, it suffices to show that a matching problem 
sd t can be solved by guessing instantiations of polynomial size for variables in s. 
For simplicity, we can also assume that t is a ground term in D-normal form. 
l If t is prime, and s is a product, then the matching problem is not solvable. In the 
case where s is not a product, the non-trivial case is that the matching problem is 
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of the form si + s2 <tl + t2. We can use induction on the size of the inequalities 
~1 < tl and ~2 d t2 using Lemma 15. 
l Let t be a product. 
If s is a variable, then the claim is obvious. 
If s is a product si * ~2, then we decompose as follows. If t = o * (tl * tz), then we 
select some decomposition o = 01 *02, and consider the D-matching problem ~1 <oi * 
tl ,s2 Go2 * t2. Then induction shows that the instantiation has at most polynomial 
size in t. 
If s G si + ~2, then for a matching substitution C, we can construct candidate terms 
tl, t2 using subterms of the right-hand sides with the property a(~,) =D ti and 
4s~) =D t2, such that the size of ti is not greater than the size of t: The first 
possibility is that one prime in the O-part of t has been multiplied out, i.e., to = 
(~1 + ~2) * r. Then t, = pi * Y l tN for i = 1,2. The other possibility is that a prime 
(pi + ~2) in the N-part has to be multiplied out. Note that this prime is only below 
*-symbols in tN. Let 71 be the position of the prime in tN. Then ti = to * tN[n i pL] 
for i = 1,2. By induction, this shows that the instantiation into variables has a 
D-normal form of at most polynomial size. 0 
5. Reduction of D-unification to F-unification 
This section gives an algorithm that decides D-unification given a decision algorithm 
for F-unification. 
We use as basic data structure a set r of labelled multi-equations, i.e., multisets of 
terms. The possible labels of multi-equations are “nonprime” and “prime”. A substitu- 
tion r~ is a unifier of r iff the following holds: For every multi-equation A4 = {SI = 
. . . = s,} the equations 0.~~1 =D crsz =D . . =D ms, hold. If M is labelled “prime”, then 
I is a D-prime. If M is labelled “nonprime”, then O-(si) is a D-product. 
For the input of a system of multi-equations we can always assume that it is unfolded, 
i.e., every proper subterm is represented by a variable. 
5.1. Algorithm jbr D-uni$cation using F-unijicution 
The input is a set of multi-equations of D-terms. 
Definition 19. We define the algorithm by two successive steps 
Step 1: The following rules are non-detenninistically used until application is no 
longer possible. 
l “Merge”. If two multi-equations A4 and L contain the same variable, and if they 
are not labelled differently, then replace them by their union and label the union 
with the label of M. Fail, if M and L contain the same variable but the labeling is 
different. 
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l “Occur-check”. Stop with FAIL, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
There is a cycle x1, SI , . ,x,,,s,~,x,+~,s,~+~ such that SI E s,,+ 1, XI E x,+1, x; and s, 
are in the same multi-equation for all i = I.. . , n, and .Y, k 1 t C’CW(.F,) for i = I,. ./I, 
and at least one s, is not a variable. 
l “Trivial”. Delete multi-equations that contain only one element. 
l “Clash”. If a multi-equation labelled “prime” contains a term .Y * f. then FAIL. 
l “Select-Prime”. Select some unlabelled multi-equation A4 and choose one of the 
following possibilities: 
1, label M with “prime”; 
2. label M with “nonprime” and add XI *x2 to M, where .Y~,.x~ are new variables. 
l “Process-Prime”. If a multi-equation M labelled “prime” contains two sums ~1 i _r: 
and ~‘1 + ~2, then remove XI +x2 from M and add xl = ~‘1 and Q = ~‘2 to L 
Step 2: We assume that the rules of step 1 are applied exhaustively. If the resulting 
set of multi-equations is unifiable with respect to F. then return “unifiable”, else FAIL. 
Lemma 20. The ul~qorithtn in Definition 19 is cortwt. i. c.. it is .sound. complete. und 
twniFlrrlt~s. 
Proof. Termination: The following well-founded measure becomes strictly smaller af- 
ter every rule application. It is the lexicographic combination of the following three 
components: Let ,UI be the number of +-symbols in r; let ~12 be the number of multi- 
equations, and let ~3 be the number of unlabelled multi-equations. 
Soundness: Soundness of all the rules in Step 1 is obvious. The nontrivial part is the 
soundness of step 2. Therefore assume we have an F-unifier 0 of the final system. Since 
the multi-equations labelled “nonprime” contain a product term. G is also a D-unifier 
for these multi-equations. Since the rule “Occur-check” is not applicable, there is no 
occur-check-cycle in the system. Now consider the prime multi-equations. We modify 
(T. such that it is also a D-unifier, but does not change w.r.t. F. We use the (cycle-free) 
occur-check-relation generated by x > J, if x is prime and J’ occurs in some term in the 
multi-equation that contains x as a top level term. We can start with the smallest primes 
and with GO := G. If there is a multi-equation n/l, := {XI = = x,,, = _Y,,,+I + .u,,, rl}. 
then define G,(x,) := CT_~(X,+~ ) + CT-~(X,~,~) for ,j = 1,. m. The resultin& “i. is a 
D-unifier of the system before step 2. 
C’ctttlplctc~nr.cs: Let G be a unifier of the input system. We control the application of 
rule “Select-prime”, such that for a multi-equation {x, . .} that is not labelled, if U(.S )
is a product, then we choose the label “nonprime” and we can also extend u to the 
new variables, otherwise we label A4 as prime. The rule “Process-prime” is complete 
due to Lemma 15. Step 2 is complete, since D-unifiability implies F-unifiability. rl 
Theorem 21. D-un$icution is rleciduble, $fF-unification is rleciduble. Furthrrtnore tlw 
ulgorithm ,for D-unification is a non-deterministic ulgorithm that requires pol~womiul 
time, wul ccrKs once u subalgorithm ,fiv F-un$icufion. 
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Proof. Given an instance of an F-unification problem, we construct an instance of a 
D-unification problem as follows. We add a new variable y, and instead of s =.E t, 
we try to solve s * y =F t * y. After this transformation, D-unifiability is equivalent to 
F-unifiability. 
The other direction follows from the lemmas in this section. The claim on the 
complexity holds, due to the following observations: All proper subterms in the system 
are variables; “Select-prime” is applied at most once for every multi-equation; every 
application of the rule “Process-prime” removes a +-symbol and adds at most two 
new multi-equations, hence the number of its applications is bounded by the number 
of +-symbols. 0 
Example 4. In this example we denote the label of multi-equations as a suffix of the 
=-symbol. Let the D-equation system be {xi +x2 = x2 + x3 *x1,x1 + x3 = x2 +x4}. 
Let the first step be labeling. The possibilities are 
l. {xl + X2 =prime x2 + x3 * X1 9 Xl + X3 =nonprlme x2 +x4 = xg *x6}. The next step is 
“Process-prime”. 
{Xl = X2,X? = X3 * Xl ,X1 +X3 =n”rpprimr x2 f x4 = x5 * X6). The result is FAIL by the 
occur-check rule. 
2. {XI +X2 =nonprime X2 +X3 *XI =X5 *X6,X1 +X3 =nmp+gX2 fX4 =X7 *X8}. 
3. Ix1 + X2 Yzonprimr X2 + X3 * XI = X5 * X6,X1 + X3 =primr X2 + X4). 
After “Process-prime” : 
{Xl +X2 =nonprime X2 +X3 *X1 =X5 *X6,X1 =X2,X3 =X4}. 
After labeling: 
{XI +X2 =nonprimr X2 +X3 *XI =X5 *X6,X1 =primeX2,X3 =prime 4 Xl
6. F-Unification using context unification and AC l-unification 
The result of Section 5 shows that we can concentrate on F-unification. The goal of 
this section is to show that F-unifiability of D-terms can be decided by transforming, 
decomposing the system, and solving a restricted second-order problem: a so-called 
context unijication problem. In Section 7, there is a description of an algorithm that 
solves these context unification problems, such that finally an AC1 -unification problem 
with constant restriction is to be solved. 
We extend terms to second-order terms as follows. Assume there is an infinite supply 
of monadic context variables, which we denote by upper-case characters like X, Y,Z. 
An additional rule for forming terms is that X(s) is a term, ifs is a term. We permit 
the symbol 52 as a syntactic constant with the meaning that Q stands for the abstracted 
variable in a term. For example x * (y * Q)) denotes the function Jzzx * (y *z) mapping 
a term t to the term x * (y * t). 
A product context is either !2, or s * p, or p * s, where s is a 1 -sum-free term, and 
p a product context. A ground product context is either Q, or s * p, or p x s, where s 
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is a l-sum-free ground term, and p a ground product context. Ground product contexts 
are used to define the semantics of context variables. 
A second-order substitution is a mapping that replaces variables by terms and context 
variables by ground product contexts. If a context variable X is to be replaced by a 
ground product context p, then the effect is that a term X(s) is replaced by p[Q + s]. 
Lemma 22. For the application of u ground product context p, the followimg ho1d.y: 
1. For un O-term so und an N-term sN, we haue p[s~ * .SV] =F sg * p[,~,~]. 
2. p[s + t] =F p[sl + p[t]. 
Thus we are permitted to use the following transformations in unification problems: 
1. For an O-term so and an N-term SV: X(SO * s!v) 4 so * X(s,). 
2. X(s + t) + X(s) +X(t). 
Lemma 23. Eaery I-sum free ground term s1 + s2 run he represented as r[t], bvhere 
r is u ground product context, such that t = tl + t2 is un F-prime, sI =F r[t,] and 
s2 =F r[t2]. 
The data structure for the decision algorithm for F-unification is a system r that con- 
sists of a set of equations and constraints. The constraints are of the form N(x), O(X), 
prime(x), s # t (also called disequation) for first-order variables x, and terms s, t. We 
sometimes speak of an equation marked as prime (or N, 0, respectively), if it contains 
a top-level variable x with prime(x), (or N(x),O(x), respectively). In a system r of 
equations and constraints, we denote by Nr(x), Or(x), primer(x), that N(x), O(x), or 
prime(x), respectively, is in r. 
The predicates Or(.) and Nr(.) can be extended to terms in r as follows: If 01_(s) 
and Or(t), then Or(s * t) and Or(s + t). Furthermore, we have Or( 1) for the constant 
1. If N,-(s) and Nr(t), then Nr(s * t). If Nr(s) then Nr(X(s)). We always have N,(u) 
for free constants a. Note that N,-(s) and Nr(t) do not imply Nr(s + t), since for 
examplea+a=~(1+1)*a. 
We distinguish subsystems of r as follows: r~ is the set of constraints, and rr the 
set of equations between terms. The set rr is separated into further disjoint subsystems: 
rr,, is the set of equations between l-sum-free terms, i.e. terms with No. r7;Cj is 
the set of equations s = t, where Or(s) and O,(t). rT,, is the set r’ \ r7;,,. 
A second-order ground substitution cr is a unifier of r, iff (T solves all equations, ox 
is a I -term for Or(x), cx is l-sum free for Nr(x), and 0.~ is a prime for variables x 
with primer(x). 
Note that for soundness proofs we have to use the notion of a sound unifier. 
6.1. The trunsformation algorithm F-UNIFY 
The input of F-UNIFY is an arbitrary system of equations (w.r.t. =F) between D- 
terms. In particular, at the start of the algorithm, only the part rr is not empty, and 
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there are no context variables. The algorithm proceeds in 2 steps, which have to be 
performed sequentially. 
Definition 24. Step 1 of F-UNIFY. First apply the rule “Unfold-sums” until no longer 
applicable, then do the same for rule “Split-Sums”. After that apply the rule “Select- 
N/O” until all variables are constrained by O(.) or N(.). 
Rule “Unfold-sums” 
T[s + t] 
I-[x] u {x = s + t} 
if the position of s + t is not at top-level, where x is a new variable 
Rule “Split-sums” 
T[Sl + s2 = ti + t2] 
T[s, + s2 = x] u {x = t1 + tz} 
where x is a new variable. 
Rule “Select-N/O” 
Replace every first order variable x for which no constraint N(x) or O(X) is in r 
by xl * 3~2, and add 0(x1 ) and N(Q), where XI and x2 are new variables. 
After exhaustively applying the rules in step 1, the following holds: For every first 
order variable x, there is either a constraint N(x) or O(x) in r. Furthermore, all 
+-symbols appear at the top-level of terms, and there is no equation of the form 
sl + s2 = tl + t2. This means that (first order) terms are of the form s or s + t, where 
s, t may be variables, constants or products. We denote by the suffix 0 and N the 
corresponding 0- and N-parts of the terms, which can easily be computed adapting 
the algorithm in Definition 12 to terms with variables taking the predicates Nr(.) and 
Or(.) into account. For free constants a, we have a~ = 1. 
The goal of Step 2 is to eliminate or isolate the +-symbols, and to reduce the 
number of equations that are neither in r,, nor in r,o. This step may introduce 
context variables. The rules should by applied exhaustively. 
Definition 25. Step 2 of F-UNIFY 
l Rule “Decompose 0 in products” 
If there is an equation (s = t) E r T,NO where s, t do not contain +, i.e., are constant, 
variables, or products, and so or to is not trivial, then replace s = t by SO = to and 
s,,, = tN. 
l Rule “Decompose 0 in sums” 
If there is an equation (1. = s + t) E r T,No, such that YO is not trivial, then choose 
non-deterministically one of the following possibilities: 
_ replace Y = s + t by the equations ro = so + tO,rN = sN,sN = tN. 
_ replace r = s + t by the equations and constraints r,$! = 01 * .rN + 02 * tN, 
so = or * ro, to = 02 * ro, 0(01),0(02), where 01,02 are new variables. 
l Rule “Clash” 
Return FAIL, if there is an equation a = s + t, where a is a free constant. 
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l Rule “SOV-Introduction” 
If (Y = s + t) E ~T,,N, and Y is a variable or a product, we have Nr(r), but not 
primer(r), then replace r = s + t by the following equations and constraints: r = 
x(u),u = SO * ul + t0 * u2,prime(u), x(w) = sN,x(UZ) = tN, N(u),N(ul),N(U2), 
where X is a new context variable, u, ui, 242 are new first order variables. 
If no rule from step 2 is applicable, then r ~,NO = 0 and r, can be separated into 
three disjoint subsystems of equations: r’,&, and rprirne: 
l To consists of all equations that contain only O-terms, i.e., ro = rr,,. 
l & consists of all equations that contain only N-terms, where in addition every 
subterm is an N-term and there are no occurrences of +-symbols. 
l rprime consists of all equations of the form u = 01 * ui + 02 * ~2, where u is marked 
as prime, oi,o2 are O-terms, and ui,u2 are N-variables. For every prime u, there is 
exactly one equation of this form in rprime. We sometimes say u is defined in rprime, 
and u = 01 * ui + 02 * u2 is the dejning equation. Note that +-symbols occur only 
in rprime, 
Now we show correctness of the transformations in this section. 
Lemma 26. The transformations in Steps 1 and 2 terminate. 
Proof. Step 1 terminates, since “Unfold-sums” and “Split-sums” terminate by standard 
arguments, and since “Select-N/O” decreases the number of variables without constraint 
N(x), or O(x). 
Step 2 terminates: The well-founded measure that is strictly decreased in every rule 
application is as follows: We restrict the measure to equations that are not in ro. ~1 
is the number of +-symbols in rr,No, ~2 is the number of +-symbols in equations in 
r,NO that are not in a prime equation, and ~3 is the number of top level products that 
have a nontrivial O-part. The measure is the lexicographical combination (~1, ~2, ~3). 
The rule “Decompose 0 in products” strictly decreases ~3, the rule “Decompose 0 
in sums” either strictly decreases ~1 or leaves ~1, ~2 invariant and strictly reduces ~3. 
Rule “SOV-introduction” decreases ~2. 0 
Lemma 21. The rules in this section are sound and complete. 
Proof. Soundness is obvious. Completeness: “Decompose 0 in products” is complete 
due to unique F-factorization, “Decompose 0 in sums” is complete due to Lemma 14. 
“SOV-introduction” is complete due to Lemma 22. 0 
Proposition 28. The rules in this section can be performed in non-deterministic poly- 
nomial time. 
Proof. This is obvious for Step 1. In Step 2, the required time for “Decompose 0 
in sums” and “SOV-introduction” is at most a constant times the number of plus- 
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symbols. The required time for “Decompose 0 in products” is at most a constant 
times the number of equations. 0 
Definition 29. An F-initial context unljication problem consists of: equations between 
l-sums, equations between N-terms built only from constant, N-variables, context vari- 
ables, and *, constraints N, 0 for variables, constraints prime(.) for variables, and 
for every prime variable p there is exactly one defining equation of the form p = 
01,~ * ~1,~ + 02,~ * .Q,, where SQ are N-variables, and oi,p is an O-term. Moreover, 
every context variable belongs to a prime and can be indexed as X,. Every occurrence 
of X, is one of terms X,(p),Xp(s,,~),Xp(sp,2), where p = 01,~ *~1,~ +02,~ * SQ is the 
defining equation for p. 
Proposition 30. The unijiability of F-unijication problems is decidable, if unijiability 
of F-initial context un$ication problems is decidable. 
7. Unification of stratified contexts: the algorithm CON-UNIFY 
Section 6 shows that the main remaining task is to solve a second order unification 
problem (a context unification problem) without equational theory. However, it is not 
possible to ignore the O-terms completely, since the defining equations for the primes 
are the interface to the equational theory F. The only exchange of information between 
context unification and F-unification is the rule “Prime-Identification” which may add 
equations to r. The prime variables are treated like alien symbols, i.e., like constant. 
The used signature for context unification consists only the infix binary * and con- 
stants. It is well-known that general second-order unification is undecidable [9, lo]. The 
second-order unification problems that are to be solved in this section are semantically 
and syntactically restricted: Second-order variables represent terms with one hole in 
contrast to a term with an arbitrary number of (equally named) holes in the general 
case (contexts as defined in [6]). Currently, it is not known whether general context 
unification is decidable. Fortunately, there is a further syntactic restriction called strat- 
zjiedness. It means roughly that layers in the term structure can be identified, and every 
second-order and first-order variable can only reside in a fixed layer. 
It would be desirable to make the algorithm compositional by first applying “Prime- 
Identification” followed by context (second-order) unification. However, this sequence 
of applications in general destroys stratifiedness, and there appears to be no easy gen- 
eralisation of stratifiedness for which a terminating context unification algorithm can 
be constructed. 
There are investigations into the more general problem of higher-order unification 
(see e.g. [I 1,20,21,32]). The algorithm that is described in this paper differs in some 
aspects from these ones, since our problem is rather restricted, and since we aim on 
decidability. In this section an algorithm is described that improves upon [27] insofar as 
no parametric terms are necessary and that there is no final call to Makanin’s decision 
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algorithm for string unification [15]. This claim for an improvement also appeared in 
[14]. The algorithm for the stratified context unification described in [14] is rather short 
and elegant, however, the proof of termination is rather sketchy, and Jordi Levy told 
the author that there are problems in completing the termination proof [ 131. 
Instead of introducing integer exponents for ground contexts, we use an extension 
of a lemma of Makanin [15] on the exponent of periodicity of a minimal solution for 
a context unification problem. A proof of this extension is shown in a different paper 
[30]. The application of this lemma results in a drastic shortening of the presentation 
of context unification in this paper. 
In the following we sometimes use the notation C[Q]“, where C[Q] is a context and 
n is an integer. This is defined as C[Q]’ = C[Q], C[s21n+’ = C[C[Qjn]. If we use 
this notation in a term, it is meant as a notational description of the term. A ground 
substitution 0 has exponent of periodicity n ([ 15,301) iff there is a ground product 
context C” contained in the F-normal form of some g(x), but this is false for n + I. 
Lemma 31. A un$iuble F-initial context unijcation problem r hus u un$er such 
thut the exponent of periodicity is at most P’*~, where d is the size qf r and c is u 
constunt. 
Proof. Let (T be a unifier of an F-initial context unification problem F. In order to 
use the result in [30], we have to transform the system F. If cr makes two primes 
equal, we syntactically make an identification step on the primes, i.e., we select an 
equivalence relation N on the primes, replace p1 by p2 in the equations if pI r~ p2, 
and add equations 01 = 03,02 = 04,sl = 273,s~ = s4 if the defining equations are 
PI =ol*sl+02*S2,p2=03*S3+04 * ~4. One defining equation is then eliminated. 
After this transformation, cr is a unifier of a (non-stratified) context unification problem, 
where the primes are considered as constants. Now the size of the the part F, and 
r prrmr is at most double the size of the input problem. Using the lemma on the exponent 
of periodicity [30], we get the desired bound for the exponent of periodicity. 0 
Given an F-initial context unification problem F, we fix the bound from Lemma 31 
and refer to it as H. 
The data structure for the decision algorithm for context unification is a system r 
as in the last section with additions: 
l There are disequations of the form s # t, and X # Q. F, is the set of disequations 
in r. 
l TWO subsets of F,,,, are distinguished: The set Fprime,ex is the set of primes consid- 
ered as passive. These variables are different from all other primes. The set r,,,,,,,, 
(of active primes) is defined as the complement in rprime. 
l Every equation defining a prime in Fprime.,,, is marked by a word consisting of context 
variables. 
The containment in fprime,a is maintained by the rule “Primes-Ex”. Initially, the set 
rprimrz,e.x is empty and the label of a defining equation in Fpnme,in is the one-letter word 
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consisting of the context variable that belongs to the prime (see Definition 29). If 
a context variable X in the word is instantiated, then we replace it in the word as 
follows. If the instantiation is Q or a context, then X is removed; if the instantiation 
is of the form p(X’(Q)), then X is replaced by X’; if it is of the form Y(Z(Q)), then 
X is replaced by YZ. 
The active part of the system is r/ and r’rime,in. The rest can be seen as a passive 
part. Therefore we assume in this section that variables and terms are N-terms, if not 
stated otherwise. 
We permit to switch between a representation as a product or as an application 
of a context to a term by performing the transformations s * t - (s * O)(t) or 
s * t - (a * t)(s). 
Definition 32. We define SOr-prefixes of occurrences of variables in & and &me,in. 
l If p = o1 * tl + 02 x: t2 is a defining equation in rprime,in that is marked with w, then 
p, tl, t2 have SOr-prefix w. 
l If s = t are in r,, then s, t have empty SOr-prefix. 
l If a term s * t or s + t has SOr-prefix w, then s, t have SOr-prefix w. 
l If a term X(s) has SOr-prefix w, then X has SOr-prefix w, and s has SOr-prefix 
W.X. 
If for every context variable X, (every variable x, respectively), and all SOr-prefixes 
w1,w2 of X (X respectively) in r, and rp,.ime,in, WI = wz holds, then r is called 
stratified. 
Example 5. Examples for stratified systems are {X(x) = Y(y)}, whereas the following 
two systems are non-stratified: {X(X(x)) = Y(y)}, {X(x) = Y(x)}. 
A second-order ground substitution 0 is a complete unifier of r, iff a solves all 
equations, a(s) # a(t) for all disequations s # t, a(X) # Sz for all disequations 
X # Q, and a(a) is a prime for all prime variables a. 
Note that for soundness proofs we shall use a the notion of a sound unijier. A 
second-order ground substitution a is a sound unifier of r, iff a solves all equations. 
The following two definitions are essential ones for CON-UNIFY. 
Definition 33. A set of equations XI(Q) = tl ,. . . ,&(s,) = t,, is called an SO-cycle, 
if the following holds: Xi occurs in ti_1 for i = 2,. . . ,n, X, occurs in t,,, and at 
least one such occurrence is not at the top. An SO-cycle is flat, if it is of the form 
x~(s,) = X2(tl),...,Xn_1(sn_1) =X,(t,_~),X,(s,) = p(Xl(t,)), where p is a context. 
An equation in the SO-cycle of the form Xl(Si) = Xi+l(ti) is called a flat equation. 
We sometimes represent the terms ti in a non-flat SO-cycle as pi(X(t)), where pi 
is a context. 
The notions defined in the following definition are only used if there are no SO- 
cycles in r~, and if “SO-prefix-reduction” (see Definition 36) is not applicable. 
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Definition 34. Let 2 be the reflexive transitive closure of the relation generated by 
Xl 2x2 if X1,X, have empty SOr-prefix and there is an equation Xl(s) = t in & 
and X2 occurs in t. Let the corresponding equivalence relation be r”. Let N be the 
equivalence relation generated by Xl N X2 if there is an equation Xi(s) = X?(t) in 
rr. An equivalence class C of N is called an SO-cluster. The set of equations in &, 
where the context variables from an SO-cluster C occur at top-level, is denoted as 
EQ(C). An SO-cluster C is called a top-SO-cluster, iff C is also an equivalence class 
for = and the context variables in C are maximal w.r.t. 2. A top-SO-cluster C, where 
all equations in EQ(C) are flat, is called jut top-SO-cluster. 
7.1. An overview of the context unijication ulgorithm CON-UNIFY 
The overall idea of the context unification algorithm is to guess the instantiation 
of the context variables in a controlled top-down way. The SOr-prefix as a syntactic 
criterion permits to identify levels for this top-down guessing. In the case that an 
SO-cycle of the form Xl(.) = pz(Xz(.)),Xz(.) = p3(X3(.)),...,Xn-,(.) = P,~(X,(.)) is 
detected (or generated), a series of transformations guarantees the elimination of at 
least one context variable by instantiating it with an exponent bound by Lemma 31. 
If there is no such SO-cycle, then a careful guessing reduces SO-clusters and finally 
eliminates a context variable. This elimination interferes with the defining equations 
of the primes and has to be done with care. Eventually, all context variables are 
eliminated. The prime variables play a special role: Sometimes they are treated as 
constants, sometimes as variables. We master this situation by guessing (dis-)equality 
of prime variables. 
Eventually, the set of equations & becomes empty. The final action is to perform 
AC 1 -unification for the 1 -sums. 
The input from section 6 is an F-initial context unification problem. In other words. 
we do not need any equational theory for solving contexts using CON-UNIFY. 
The common terminology in higher-order unification procedures distinguishes equa- 
tions as rigid-rigid, rigid-flexible, and fIexible-flexible. The rigid-rigid case is treated 
in the decomposition rules, the rigid-flexible case is treated in SO-cycle-elimination 
and SO-cluster elimination, whereas elimination of flat SO-clusters can be seen as a 
specialized treatment of flexible-flexible equations. 
7.2. Preprocessing primes 
Definition 35. Rule “Fix-Primes” 
Let a = 01 * tl + 02 * t2 be a defining equation for the prime variable a. 
For i = 1,2 do: If t, is a variable, then select one of the following possibilities: 
l Replace ti in r by yi.1 * y,,~, where yi.1 * yi,z are new variables. 
l Replace ti in r by c, where c is some constant in r, or a fresh constant. 
l add prime(t;) to r. 
If tl G t2 after the modifications, then Fail. 
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If after the modifications: ti E ti,i * t1,2, t2 s t2,1 * t2,2, then add tl,l # tz,l and 
t1,2 # t2,2 to rD. 
Note that after an exhaustive application of this rule there are two possible types of 
primes: a prime either possesses a defining equation, or it doesnot. 
7.3. Decomposition rules 
The rules in this subsection transform the system until all equations in & are of the 
form X(s) = Y(t), or 5 = X(t). 
Definition 36. We describe the basic rules. 
l Rule “Clash” 
Return FAIL, if one of the following equations is in r: 
_ a = tl * t2, and a is a constant or a prime. 
- a = b, if a and b are two different constants, or a is a constant and b is a prime, 
or a, b are primes and a # b is in rD. 
- x = t, where x E Var(t), and t g! x. 
l “Para-Clash” If there is a disequation (s # s) E r, or (52 # 52) E r, then FAIL. 
l “Replace-Variable” If x = t is an equation in r, x is not a prime variable, and 
x @ Var(t), then remove the equation x = t, and replace x by t everywhere in r. 
l “Trivial” Remove equations x = x or a = a from r. 
l “*-Decomposition” Replace an equation si * s2 = tl * t2 by the two equations si = 
t1,s2 = t2. 
l “Trivial-context-variable”. If there is an equation a = X(s), where a is a constant or 
a prime, then remove X from r. 
l “SO-prefix-reduction”. If there is a context variable X that does not occur in rN 
nor in &ime,in, 
. . 
and a defining equation m rprime,in is labelled with a word XW, then 
relabel this equation with the word W. 
Note that the decomposition rule X(s) = X(t) --+ s = t is only implicitly used in a 
rule solving SO-clusters. 
Definition 37. “Nontrivial-SO”. Select a context variable X. If X # 52 is not in r, 
then either add X # 52 to r, or remove it completely from r, i.e. let X = 52 and use 
the appropriate simplifications. 
We assume that the rules in this subsection are applied until they are no longer 
applicable. 
7.4. Rules for the treatment of primes 
Definition 38. Rule “Prime-Identification”. Select two prime variables a and b with 
empty SOr-prefix, such that a # b is not in r. Select one of the following: 
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l Add a # b to r. 
l If a as well as b has a defining equation, then let a = oax * s, + oa.?, * t, and 
b = obJ * sb + ob,y * tb be the eqUatiOnS in &rime. 
Replace a by b everywhere in r, and add the equations o,~ = Obr,o,,$, = o,,+,&, = 
sb, to = tb to r. Remove one of the two defining equations. 
l If a does not possess a defining equation, then replace a by b everywhere in r. 
Definition 39. Rule “Primes-Ex”. Select a set A of primes with the following proper- 
ties: 
l The primes have defining equations. 
l All primes in A have empty SOr-prefix. 
l For all a, b E A, there is a disequation a # b in r,. 
l For every prime a E A: the defining term contains a context variable, or a variable x 
(X), such that for all terms t that is a subterm of some term in rN or in the defining 
equations for the primes in rprime,in \ A th e variable x (or X) does not occur in t. 
Then move all primes in A to rprime,ex, and for all primes a E A and b E rprrme,+, \ A 
add a disequation a # b. 
Definition 40. “Prime-Cycle”. If there are equations in rprime that form a cycle ai = 
tl, . . a,, = t,, where ai are the primes and ti are the defining equations, such that a, 
occurs in ti_1 for i > 1 and ai occurs in t,, then FAIL. 
We assume that the rules in this subsection are applied until they are no longer 
applicable. 
7.5. Elimination of SO-cycles 
In this subsection we describe transformation rules that operate on SO-cycles. If at 
least one SO-cycle is in rN, then there is a sequence of transformations, such that the 
number of context variables is reduced. We assume for the applicability of the rules 
in this subsection, that there is no possibility to apply a decomposition rule. 
Let p be a context. Then it is of the form pi . . . pm, where pj is a basic context 
(a context where 52 occurs at depth 1). A prefix of p is a context 1: 
1 <j<m. 
For a context p, the first character of the position of .Q in p = p1 
position of Q in ~1. 
‘I .” pi for 
. pm is the 
Definition 41. Rule “Flatten-Cycle”. This rule should not be applied f there is a flat 
SO-cycle. Consider a shortest non-flat SO-cycle in r that has among the shortest SO- 
cycles the maximal number of successive flat equations. Without loss of generality, 
this sequence starts with i = 1. Let j be the smallest index in the SO-cycle, such that 
all the equations with index i < j are flat, and such that the equation for index j is 
non-flat, i.e., Xj(s,) = pj(Xj+l(tj)). Then select one of the following possibilities: 
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1. Select some prefix pj,i of p.i, i.e., pj = pj,i . pi,22 and replace Xi(Q) either by 
pi,~(x,‘(Q)) or by pj,i(Q) for all i = I,..., j, where X/ are new context variables. 
The last case should be selected at least once. 
2. Replace Xi using X,(Q) = pj(X,‘(Q)) for all i = 1,. . . , j, where X/ are new context 
variables. Replace the first j equations by X/(Si) = Xi’+, (ti) for i = 1,. . . ,j - 1 and 
Xi(Sj) = Xj+l (tj). 
3. Select a prefix pj,t from p,, such that pj f pj,i . pj,2, and pj,2 # 52. 
For i = 1,. . . , j replace Xi(Q) by (pj,i . qi)(X,‘(sZ)), where X/ are new context 
variables, qi = (xi * 52) or qi = (52 * xi), Xi are new variables, and at least one 
context variable Xi has an instantiation, such that the first character of the position 
of 52 in pj,z is different from the position of Q in qi. Decompose the first j equations. 
The rule“Flatten-Cycle” is able to transform SO-cycles into flat SO-cycles. Now we 
describe a rule that operates on flat SO-cycles, either removing a context variable, or 
shortening the SO-cycle. 
Definition 42. Rule “Solve-Flat-Cycle”. Consider a shortest SO-cycle that is in addition 
flat: Let the SO-cycle be of the form Xi(si) =Xz(ti),.. .,X,,-~(s+_I) =X,(t,_i),X,(s,,) 
= p(X,(t,)), where p is a context. 
Select one of the following possibilities: 
1 Let p z p1 . ~2, such that p1 is not trivial. Fail, if Xi occurs in ~1. Replace Xi(Q) 
either by PI&/(Q)) or by pl(sZ) for all i = 1,. . . ,a, where X/ are new. There 
should be at least one index j such that Xj(sZ) is replaced by PI(Q). 
2. This case is only applicable, if the SO-cycle has length IZ > 1. Let p z pl . ~2, 
such that p1 is not trivial. Fail, if p2 is trivial, or if Xi occurs in pl. 
Replace X,(Q) by (~1 .qi)(X/(Q)) for i = 1,. . ,n, where qr = xi * Q or qi = 52 *xi, 
where xi,X[ are new. For at least one i, the position of 52 in qi should be different 
from the first character of the position of Sz in ~2. Then decompose the equations. 
3. If Xi occurs in p, then FAIL. Let 0 < h d H be an integer where H is the upper 
bound given in Lemma 31 for the initial problem. 
Now select one of the following possibilities: 
(a) Let p1 be a prefix of p. Replace X,(Q) either by ph(pl(X,‘(Q))) or by ph(pl 
(Q)) for all i = 1,. . . , n, where X/ is a new context variable. The last case 
should be selected at least once. 
(b) In this case we must have n > 1. Let p1 be a proper prefix of p, such that 
p1 p2 z p. Fail, if Xi occurs in p. Replace &i(O) by (ph . p1 qi)(T!(0)), 
where qi = xi * Q or qi z a *xi for all i = 1,. . . , n, where xi,X/ are new. There 
should be some i, such that the position of Q in qi is different from the first 
character in the position of 52 in ~2. Then decompose the equations. 
7.6. Elimination of SO-clusters 
This subsection contains rules to resolve top-SO-clusters C. 
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Definition 43. Rule “NF-SO-Cluster”. This rule is only applicable if there are no flat 
top-SO-clusters. Let C be a non-flat top-SO-cluster. Then: 
Replace every X; E C either by xi *X/(Q) or by X,‘(Q) * Xi where x,,X/ are new 
variables. Decompose the equations in the SO-cluster. 
Definition 44. Rule “Flat-SO-Cluster”. Let C be a flat top-SO-cluster of minimal size. 
Let Z be a new context variable. Select one of the following possibilities: 
l For all context variables Xi E C, replace X;(Q) by Z(Q) or by Z(X,‘(Q)), where 
X,’ are new context variables. The first possibility should be selected at least once. 
Remove the context variable Z from the equations in C using the decomposition 
Z(s) = Z(t) + s = t. Remove Z from defining equations of primes in I,rime.r,l using 
“Primes-Ex”. Remove Z from SOr-prefixes using SO-prefix-reduction. 
l This case requires ICI > 1. For every context variable X, E C, replace X,(B) by 
Z(x, *X,‘(Q)) or by Z(X/(Q) *xl), where x;,X,’ are new. Every selection should be 
taken at least once. Then replace the X; accordingly, remove the context variable 
Z from the equations in C and decompose. Remove the variable Z from defining 
equations of primes in rpr;n,r.l,l using “Primes-Ex”. Remove Z from SOr-prefixes 
using SO-prefix-reduction. 
7.7. Control and ,jnal action qf the un$ication ulgorithm 
Definition 45. “Final-Step” If & is empty, if “Prime-Cycle” is not applicable, and 
& is unifiable as a unification problem over l-sums, then the answer is “unifiable”, 
otherwise FAIL. 
The rules of CON-UNIFY are to be applied as follows. 
Definition 46. Control of CON-UNIFY 
l First apply the rule “Fix-Primes”. 
l The rules of Sections 7.3 and 7.4 are to be applied with high priority. 
l The elimination of SO-cycles is done with middle priority. I.e., it is applied, if there 
are SO-cycles, but only if the rules with high priority are not applicable. 
l The elimination of top-SO-clusters is done with low priority. 
l The last action is to perform the rule “Final-Step”. 
7.8. E.vamples ,fbr CON- UNIFY 
Example 6. Let the input equation be X(x,) = a *X(x,). Then applying “Solve-Flat- 
Cycle” and decomposition produces the unifier {X + (a * Q)‘,xI + a * x2). 
For a more detailed example see Example 7 
7.9. Correctness of the rules qf CON- UNIFY 
Lemma 47. Thr rules oj’ CON-UNIFY are sound. 
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Proof. The soundness of almost all rules can be checked by inspecting the rules, where 
the notion of a sound unifier has to be used. The only non-trivial part is to show that 
the rule “Final-Step” (Definition 45) is sound. 
Let o be a ground unifier of & over the l-sums that does in addition not instantiate 
the other variables. We have to construct a substitution, such that the equations in I”rime 
are satisfied. Let o(X) = D for all context variables X, G(X) = a for all variables x 
except for prime variables with defining equations, where a is some fixed constant. 
Define G’(U) := o(t) for primes U, if u = t is the equation in &rime, starting with the 
smallest ones in the “occurs-in” ordering. Since “Prime-Cycle” is not applicable, the 
substitution can be constructed in a bottom-up way. Thus we have a (sound) unifier 
before the application of “Final-Step”. It is not necessary to show that disequations or 
constraints are satisfied, since we have to consider only the notion of a “sound unifier”. 
Lemma 48. The application of all the rules of CON-UNIFY leave the system strat- 
ified. 
Proof. The initial system rN is stratified, where every first order variable has an SOr- 
prefix of length at most 1, and every context variable has an empty SOr-prefix. The 
critical operations are replacing variables. 
Replacing a first-order variable x by t retains stratifiedness, since the replacement is 
done everywhere, and t has the same SOr-prefix as x. Replacing a context variable 
X(Q) may be done by replacing it with !2, a context, a term of the form p(X’(Q)), 
or by Z(X’(s2)). This operation preserves stratifiedness of r. In particular, the rules 
for SO-cluster retain stratifiedness, since the removal of Z is immediately followed by 
“Primes-Ex” and “SO-prefix-reduction”. Replacing a prime variable by another prime 
is only permitted, if their SOr-prefixes are empty, thus stratifiedness of r is retained 
by this operation. 0 
7.10. Completeness of the rules in Section 7.4 
Lemma 49. After an exhaustive application of the rule “Fix-Primes”, the following 
holds: 
For every substitution o that solves all equations and disequations of I, and that 
substitutes primes for the prime variables without dejining equations, o(u) is a prime 
for every prime variable u that possesses a defining equation. 
Proof. This follows from Section 4. 0 
Lemma SO. The failure cases in the basic rules of Dejinition 36 are complete. 
Lemma 51. The rule “Primes-Ex” is complete. Moreover, tf o is a unifier with an 
exponent of periodicity h, then there is also a unifier of the system after application 
of this rule with an exponent of periodicity <h. 
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Proof. We have to show that if there exists a unifier 0 before the application of the 
rule “Primes-Ex”, then there exists a unifier G’, such that all equations and disequations 
after application of the rule are satisfied. 
The idea is to modify only the instantiation of fl for the context variables and 
variables, which do not occur in terms in I;y, nor in terms of the defining equations 
of primes in rprrme,in \ A. 
We define a substitution r~‘, such that U’ is the same as cr on the variables which 
occur in & and rprime,in \A. For the exceeding variables we define 0’ as follows: For 
x the instantiating term is c,, and for X, the instantiation is cx * Sz, where all c,,~,~ 
are fresh constants. Then the new disequations are satisfied, since the left and right 
hand side have different sets of of constants that occur in them. We have used fresh 
variables, hence the exponent of periodicity does not increase. 
If there is some disequation s # t with o’(s) # o’(t), then the terms are syntactically 
equal, and since we have used fresh constants for replacing the exceeding variables, 
we see that G(S) = o(t) also holds, which is a contradiction. Hence (T’(S) # o’(t) for 
all “old’ disequations s # t. 0 
7.11. Termination of’ CON- UNIFY 
In order to show termination of CON-UNIFY, we first define a well-founded mea- 
sure of r, and show that every rule strictly decreases this measure. There are rules, 
which obviously are not able to compromise termination, for example rules that add 
disequations, if these are not already in ro, or reducing SOI.-prefixes. The measure 
does not contain components for these rules. 
Definition 52. The measure p for termination is a lexicographic combination of the 
following well-founded measures: 
1. The number of context variables in r, and rprimr.in. 
2. The number of first order variables in & and rprime,;,,. 
3. The number of primes in r + the number of missing disequations between primes. 
4. A measure for SO-cycles. 
(a) If there is no flat SO-cycle, then x, else the minimal length of a flat SO-cycle. 
(b) If there is no non-flat SO-cycle, then ok, else the minimal length of a non-flat 
SO-cycle. 
(c) If there is no non-flat SO-cycle, then mo, else the length of the shortest SO-cycle 
minus the maximal number of successive flat equations in a non-flat SO-cycle 
of minimal length. 
5. A measure for SO-clusters. 
(a) If there is no flat top-SO-cluster, then cx). Otherwise, the minimal number of 
context variables in a flat top-SO-cluster. 
(b) The multi-set of the sizes of all non-flat terms in r,. The ordering is the multiset 
ordering. 
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Definition 53. We define a lexicographic measure v for showing the termination of the 
rules in Sections 7.3 and 7.4 with the following components. 
1. The number of context variables in & and I&ime,in. 
2. The number of first order variables in rN and rprime,in. 
3. The number of prime variables in r + the number of missing disequations between 
primes. 
4. The multi-set of sizes for all terms in r,. 
Lemma 54. The rules in 7.3 and 7.4 strictly decrease the measure v: 
Proof. The rule “Replace-Variable” reduces the number of first order variables, “*- 
Decomposition” strictly decreases ~4. The rule “Primes-Ex” and “Prime-Identification” 
reduce the number of primes. q 
Lemma 55. The rule “I;latten-Cycle” strictly decreases the measure ,LL 
Proof. The rule “Flatten-Cycle” strictly reduces the number of context variables, or 
increases the maximal number of successive flat equations in the first two cases without 
increasing the length of an SO-cycle. The third case in the rule “Flatten-Cycle” strictly 
decreases the length of an SO-cycle after decomposition, as can be seen as follows: 
We look at the decomposition process starting from j down to 1. Let pj,2 f r * 
~j,~(sZ). Then it is easy to see that the instantiation for Xi is either r, or some expression 
X”(tk). After decomposing pj,i, the first j equations may look as follows (depending on 
the orientation of qi): ql(X,‘(sl)) = qz(Xi(tl)),... ,qj-l(xj-l(sj-1)) = CIj&;(tj-11))s 
qjCxj'Csj)) = r * P~,2(xj+l(tj)). 
From j downwards, a chain of flat equations can be constructed by decomposition. 
If the position of d changes, then the chain is continued by the equations xi+1 = xi, 
which can be contracted afterwards. The chain will reach the index 1, and hence 
there is a new SO-cycle after decomposition. It remains to be shown that the new 
SO-cycle is strictly shorter than the previous one. If the constructed chain includes 
X[(.st ) = $(tl), then there was a short-cut in the construction of the chain. If this 
chain does not include X{(st ) = Xi(tl ), then the variable x1 was instantiated by a term 
containing some context variable XL from the chain. The variable xi is contained in the 
lzfh equation of the previous chain after instantiation. Hence there is a strictly shorter 
SO-cycle after instantiation. 
Note that the number of first order variables is not increased if all possible variable- 
replacements are performed. Cl 
Lemma 56. The rule “Solve-Flat-Cycle” strictly decreases the measure ,u. 
Proof. The cases in the rule, where a context variable is completely instantiated, obvi- 
ously decrease the number of context variables. Consider the cases, where a qi has to 
be selected for every i. The same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 55 show that 
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a new and strictly shorter SO-cycle is generated after decomposition in these cases. 
In the case where the SO-cycle has length 1 and cannot be shortened further, the rule 
“Solve-Flat-Cycle” strictly decreases the number of context variables. Note that the new 
first order variables are instantiated by the decomposition rules, such that the number 
of first order variables is not increased. 0 
Lemma 57. The rule “NF-SO-Cluster” strictly decreases the measure p: 
Proof. The number of variables is not increased after decomposition and variable- 
replacement, since all context variables Xi in C occur only on the top of terms in 
r~, hence the instantiations for xi will be eliminated: Either the number of first-order 
variables or the component ~5 is strictly decreased: decomposition strictly decreases 
p5b, since at least one term is decomposed, and the instantiations of the new variables 
will remain on the top of equations. 0 
Lemma 58. The rule “Flat-SO-Cluster” strictly decreases the measure ,LL 
Proof. The fresh context variable Z is removed from r and rprime,in. Moreover, either 
the number of context variables is decreased, or after decomposition, the minimal size 
of a flat top-SO-cluster is strictly reduced. 0 
7.12. Completeness of SO-cycle elimination 
Lemma 59. The rules for SO-cycle elimination are complete. 
Proof. Let c be a unifier of r before the application of the rules, such that 0 has an 
exponent of periodicity not greater than a bound H given in Lemma 3 1. The cases 
are: 
l The transformed SO-cycle is a non-flat one. Then n > 1. Let q be the greatest 
common prefix of the context variables a(Xi) for i = 1,. . . , j and of a(pj). The 
different cases are: (i) a(Xi) = q for some i; (ii) a(pj) E q; (iii) a(pj) is a proper 
prefix of q, and a(pj) $ q. In every case we can choose a possibility in “Flatten- 
Cycle”, such that the system has a unifier after the application. 
l The SO-cycle is flat. Let q be the greatest common prefix of all a(Xi) and of o(p)” 
for the upper bound for the exponent of periodicity of a unifier, such that q is a 
prefix of a(~)~. 
If q is a proper prefix of a(p), then we apply case 1 or 2. There are ~1, ~2, such 
that q E a(pl ) and o(p) E o(p,) . a(p2). The case that Xl occurs in p1 is not 
possible, due to occur-check. 
We have to show that if n = 1 the cases 2 and 3b are not applicable. Let n = 1. It is 
sufficient to consider the case that Xi is instantiated by q(X[(sZ)), where q = t4 * IZ 
and p = p’(Q) * t,. Decomposition then generates the equations tq = p’(q(X,‘(tl))) 
and Xi’(si)) = t,. The first one is not unifiable due to occur-check failure. 
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There are two different cases: 
_ cr(Xi) z 4 for some i. Then select case 1 or 3a of the rule “Solve-Flat-Cycle”. 
In particular, this must be chosen for an SO-cycle of length 1. 
_ The common prefix q is a proper prefix of a(Xi) for all i and q is a prefix of 
am. Then we apply case 2 or 3b of the rule “Solve-Flat-Cycle”. 
The chosen exponent h is not greater than the bound H by Lemma 31. 0 
7.13. Completeness of SO-cluster elimination 
Lemma 60. If there is no SO-cycle, if there are context variables in & and if no rules 
with the possible exception of the rules for eliminating SO-clusters are applicable, 
then there is at least one top-SO-cluster. 
Proof. If N is different from Y on a maximal z-equivalence class, then there exists 
a SO-cycle. Due to our assumptions, there is no SO-cycle, and since there are context 
variables, the definition of a top-SO-cluster shows that there is at least one top-SO- 
cluster. 0 
Lemma 61. The rules for solving SO-clusters are complete. 
Proof. Let cr be a unifier of a system r that does not contain an SO-cycle, but some 
top-SO-cluster. Then we can apply the rules for eliminating top-SO-Clusters. 
The rule “NF-SO-Cluster” is complete if there is a non-flat top-SO-cluster, since it 
covers all possibilities for the instantiation of a context variable in C. 
If a minimal top-SO-Cluster is flat, we apply “Flat-SO-Cluster”. Let q be the greatest 
common prefix of all the instantiations of 0(X;:) for Xi E C. If for one context variable 
Xi, cr(Xi) z q, then we choose the first possibility. Otherwise, all instantiations a(Xi) 
are longer than the common prefix. Then choose the second possibility. In every case, 
we construct a new unifier, such that Z is instantiated with the greatest common prefix 
9. 0 
7.14. Correctness of CON-UNIFY 
Proposition 62. The unijication algorithm CON-UNIFY is sound, complete, and ter- 
minates. Furthermore the system TN is empty, if no rule is applicable. 
Proof. We have already argued for the soundness in Section 7.9. Termination follows 
from the lemmas in this section, since decomposition terminates, and the rules for 
SO-cycle-elimination and SO-cluster-elimination strictly decrease p. 
Now consider completeness. The idea is to show that if there is a unifier of the 
initial problem, then there is some with exponent of periodicity <H. The only rule, 
where the completeness proof modifies this unifier, is the proof of “Primes-Ex”, hence 
the completeness proofs for the single rules show that the bound H for the exponent 
of periodicity can be assumed as fixed. 
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Moreover, we have to argue how to control the application of rules, if a unifier r~ 
of r is given. First of all, we select a unifier with a minimal exponent of periodicity 
according to Lemma 31. The rule “Nontrivial-SO” is applied whenever 0 instantiates 
a context variable by Q. The rule Prime-Identification is used, if o equates two prime 
variables, and the primes have empty SOr-prefix. The rest follows from the complete- 
ness results in the previous subsections. 
If no rule is applicable, then the lemmas in this section show that I,, must be empty. 
8. Results 
Theorem 63. D-unification is decidable. The unijcution algorithm is non-deterministic 
and ,jnally uses an ACl-unijcation algorithm with linear constunt restrictions. 
Proof. This follows from all the previous lemmas and theorems. C! 
It is not obvious how the decision algorithm for D-unification in this paper can be 
modified such that a complete set of unifiers will be enumerated. The obstacles are 
the modifications of the instantiation of the context variables in the proof of complete- 
ness of the rule “Prime-Ex”, and the choice of a unifier with a minimal exponent of 
periodicity. 
The proof in Section 7 can be adapted to stratified context-unification and then shows 
that it is decidable. We will work out the details in a future paper. 
Some remaining open questions are: 
l Give better upper and lower bounds for the complexity of D-unification: The cur- 
rently known lower bound for the complexity of D-unification is that it is ~1 “Y-hard 
[34]. The algorithm in this paper shows that there is a good chance that the problem 
is in ..V9. 
l Give a unification algorithm for Dl or show undecidability of unification w.r.t. Dl. 
Note that the techniques developed in this paper are not sufficient, since a*(~+ 1) ==nl 
(a+ l)*a, but a+ 1 fat a. 
Example 7. We want to illustrate a run of the algorithm for the example x*x+y*y =n 
z * z. This equation is known as the Theorem of Pythagoras for orthogonal triangles. 
It is well-known, that it is unifiable as a Diophantine equation, for example {x ---t 3, 
y ---t 4,z ---) 5). 
Obviously, the equation x*x+y*y =n z* z is equivalent to x*x+y*y =F z*z. Step 1 
splits variables into 0- and N-part: (XI *x2)*(x1 *xz)+(y~ *yz)*(yt * ~2) = (ZI *ZZ)*(ZI * 
~2) where xl,yl,zt are O-variables and x2, y2,z2 are N-variables. Computation of O- 
and N-part gives the new unification problem: (xr *x1 )*(x2 *.x2) + (y, * ~1) * (~2 * y2) = 
(zt * ZI ) * (~2 * ~2) We apply “Decompose 0 in sums”. There are two alternatives: 
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l xl *xl + yl * y1 = zi * zi,xz *x2 = y2 * yz, y2 * y2 = z2 *z2. Example 1 shows, that 
the O-part xl *xl + yl x yl = zl * zl is not unifiable over the algebra of l-sums. 
Hence the result is FAIL. 
l ~3*(~2*~2)+y3*(y2*y2)=~2*~2,~3*~1*zl =~l*~l,y3*~1*z1 = yl*yl,o(x3),o(y3)~ 
SOV-Introduction gives the system: X(U) = 22 * zz,u = x3 * ui + y3 * uz,X(ui) = 
x2 * x2,X(242) = y2 * y2,N(z4), prime(u),N(ul),N(U2),. . . . We apply CON-UNIFY 
to the system X(U) = z2 * ~2, X(ui) = x2 *x2, X(242) = y2 * y2, prime(u), u = 
x3 * u1 + y3 * u2. There are two possibilities: 
- X = 52. The equation u = z2 * z2 leads to FAIL by the decomposition rules, since 
u is a prime variable. 
- X = z2 *X’(Q) ( or X = X’(Q) * z2 ). Replacement of X using “NF-SO-cluster” 
gives: z2 *X’(U) = z2 *z2,z2 *X’(ui) = x2 *x2,22 *X’(u2) = y2 * y2, prime(u), 24 = 
x3 * ul + y3 * 242. Application of decomposition and Variable-Replacement : X’(u) = 
zpY’(2.q) = z&?(u~) = 22,prime(u), u = x3 * ui + y3 * 2.42. Further Variable- 
Replacement gives the equations X’(ui ) = X’(u),X’(u2) = X’(U), prime(u). Now 
we can eliminate X’ using the rule for flat SO-clusters, which gives ui = U, 242 = 
U, u = x3 * ~1 + y3 * 242. A further application of “Variable-Replacement” gives 
u = x3 * u + y3 * U, which results in FAIL by the rule “Prime-Cycle”. We can 
conclude that the equation x *x + y * y =D z *z is not D-unifiable. 
9. Conclusion 
We have provided a decision algorithm for unifiability of equations under the theory 
D of two-sided distributivity, answering a long standing open question. The algorithm 
consists of a sequence of blocks of transformations, uses constraints and context vari- 
ables, and finally requires unifying ACl-equations with linear constant restrictions. 
Though this algorithm may be impractical, it demonstrates the power of the tools 
developed in the field of unification algorithms. Furthermore it exhibits a theory gener- 
ated by a subset of the Peano-axioms, which has a decidable unification problem. The 
polynomial algorithm for deciding the D-word problem and the MY-completeness of 
D-matching may have some practical usage in applications which make use of two- 
sided distributive axioms. 
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